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Abstract 
“Healthcare design for the future” is basic and new for all. 
 
A sustainable Hospital Building is a vessel that prompts people to recognize a healthy global 
environment for the symbiosis with the nature by the cooperation based on shared values and the 
taking part in the planning, and for people recovering health. 
 
The life to spend healthily by the better communication and the appropriate body exercise was, is, 
will be the most important. 
 
We value “Health” and create the life to bring up rich culture cooperating in the daily life of the 
citizen; and it is important viewpoint for all to let a house and an environmental sustainability 
accomplish. 
 
For this achievement, we should learn from “Art and Science” that is still a theme of medical care, 
more specifically that is Art of medicine and Art of healing; and it is very effective to practice “Art 
and Science of health and welfare facilities and town of the sustainable society”. 
 
In Japan facing “the super low birthrate and aging society” ahead of the world, we will review the 
role of the health and welfare facilities every area; then we are going to begin an action to 
strengthen and create Community, Health, Welfare and Family cooperation. 
 
“Art and Science” of all the citizens by the whole area are necessary for this. 
 
We will make “Clinical pass based design by region cooperation” and clarify the role of each health 
and welfare facilities. And it is important for patient to design the architectural space to lead spiral 
up to restoration of health, and it is also important for medical team and stuff to make safe working 
conditions. 
 
A space creation to raise the self-healing power personally to a person and to feel health is Art. 
A place of the conversing with and the harmony of imminent greetings over a generation will be 
spread; and it is Art that all the citizens can do to value “Heart and Omotenashi (Hospitality) to live in 
all”. 
 
Science is both Sustainable Hospital building and Hospital logistics. Sustainable Hospital building 
makes full use of a technique and the wisdom that are good for a global environment and the health 
of all the citizens. 
 
And Hospital logistics links the article information to the medical information with additional value. 
 
Smart Health Care City will create “Art and Science” by interactive health and life information 
sharing with wide ICT utilizing a smartphone and a mobile terminal, and by Structure of all citizen 
participation at the time of emergency and disaster time quickly. 
 
This spreads like the concurrence of Sustainable building, and creates the environmental symbiosis 
life that is good for “Health” in cooperation with the world in addition to disaster medical care 



cooperation, and achieves Sustainable Society; and we aim at spending the super low birthrate and 
aging society in rich health together. 
 
In cooperation with the citizen of various fields, we spread the “Wa (Harmony)” and set a goal to 
make “Building and Environment that are good for health". 
 


